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Spin squeezing of 1011 atoms by prediction 
and retrodiction measurements

Han Bao1, Junlei Duan1, Shenchao Jin1, Xingda Lu1, Pengxiong Li1, Weizhi Qu1,  
Mingfeng Wang1,2, Irina Novikova3, Eugeniy E. Mikhailov3, Kai-Feng Zhao4, Klaus Mølmer5 ✉, 
Heng Shen6,7 ✉ & Yanhong Xiao1,6 ✉

The measurement sensitivity of quantum probes using N uncorrelated particles is 
restricted by the standard quantum limit1, which is proportional to N1/ . This limit, 
however, can be overcome by exploiting quantum entangled states, such as 
spin-squeezed states2. Here we report the measurement-based generation of a 
quantum state that exceeds the standard quantum limit for probing the collective 
spin of 1011 rubidium atoms contained in a macroscopic vapour cell. The state is 
prepared and verified by sequences of stroboscopic quantum non-demolition (QND) 
measurements. We then apply the theory of past quantum states3,4 to obtain spin state 
information from the outcomes of both earlier and later QND measurements. Rather 
than establishing a physically squeezed state in the laboratory, the past quantum state 
represents the combined system information from these prediction and retrodiction 
measurements. This information is equivalent to a noise reduction of 5.6 decibels and 
a metrologically relevant squeezing of 4.5 decibels relative to the coherent spin state. 
The past quantum state yields tighter constraints on the spin component than those 
obtained by conventional QND measurements. Our measurement uses 1,000 times 
more atoms than previous squeezing experiments5–10, with a corresponding angular 
variance of the squeezed collective spin of 4.6 × 10−13 radians squared. Although this 
work is rooted in the foundational theory of quantum measurements, it may find 
practical use in quantum metrology and quantum parameter estimation, as we 
demonstrate by applying our protocol to quantum enhanced atomic magnetometry.

Measurements constitute the foundations of physical science. The aim 
of high-precision metrology is to reduce uncertainties and draw as accu-
rate conclusions as possible from measurement data1. Quantum sys-
tems are described by wave functions or density matrices, which yield 
probabilistic measurement outcomes. For a continuously monitored 
system, the well established theory of quantum trajectories employs 
stochastic master equations to describe the evolution with time of the 
density matrix ρ(t), which is governed by the system Hamiltonian, dis-
sipation, and effects associated with the measurements2. For Gaussian 
states and operations, the theory is simplified to equations for mean 
values and covariances, equivalent to classical Kalman filter theory11.

By knowing the value of ρ(t), we can predict the outcome of a sub-
sequent measurement on the system, and if QND probing has led to a 
state with reduced uncertainty on a specific observable, we may thus 
make an improved prediction of the subsequent measurement. Also, 
later measurements will have outcomes correlated with the present 
and previous ones; in the same way that daily life experience teaches 
us about past events and facts, one may ask if it is possible in a quantum 
experiment to obtain more knowledge about a quantum state by using 
both earlier and later observations on a system. Such retrodiction was 

initially introduced in the context of pre- and post-selection under pro-
jective measurements12 and in the theory of weak value measurements13, 
whereas the idea of a complete description of a quantum system at 
any time during a sequence of measurements14 has found a general 
dynamical formulation in the so-called past quantum state (PQS)3,4. 
The PQS provides the probability distribution of the outcome of any 
general measurement on a quantum system at time t, conditioned on 
our knowledge about the system that is obtained by measurements 
performed both before and after t. The PQS has been demonstrated 
to yield better predictions than the usual conditional density matrix 
in trajectory simulations of the photon number evolution in a cavity15, 
the excitation and emission dynamics of a superconducting qubit16 and 
the motional state of a mechanical oscillator17.

Here we show that the PQS elements of the quantum trajectory 
description could further improve already precise measurements with 
vapour cells for magnetometry18–20, fundamental symmetry tests21,22 
and gravitational-wave detection23. In particular, we show that for a 
metrologically relevant macroscopic atomic spin system, the stand-
ard quantum limit determined by the atom projection noise can be 
surpassed by conditioning the measurement result on previous and 
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later measurements on the system. The incorporation of later measure-
ments supplements the well established measurement-based entan-
glement generation protocol5–10,24 and provides further information 
about measurement outcomes at intermediate times. The combined 
information from prior and posterior measurements on the collective 
spin of Nat = 1.87 × 1011 hot atoms in a vapour cell is equivalent to a noise 
reduction of 5.6 dB and a spin squeezing of 4.5 dB using the Wineland 
criterion, and corresponds to an angular spin variance of 4.6 × 10−13 rad2. 
In the following, we refer to this noise reduction as ‘squeezing’, but we 
recall that we are referring to the squeezing of an outcome probability 
distribution, not of a physical state.

Consider a collective atomic spin given by the sum of the total angu-
lar momenta of individual atoms, J jˆ = ∑ ˆ

i k i

k
, with i = x, y, z. The macro-

scopic spin orientation Jx is along the applied bias magnetic field B, 
and the collective spin components Ĵy z,  oscillate in the laboratory frame 
at the Larmor frequency ΩL. In the rotating frame, they obey the com-
mutation relation J J J[ˆ , ˆ ] = iy z x (ħ = 1; ħ, reduced Planck constant).

The QND measurement of the collective atomic spin is realized by 
coupling the atomic ensemble to a light beam with the off-resonant 
Faraday interaction described in equation (1), such that a direct meas-
urement on the transmitted field provides information about the 
atomic spin10,25:

H
κ

N N
J Sˆ =

2 ˆ ˆ (1)z zint
ph at

Here Nph is the number of photons in a pulse of duration τ and Nat is the 
atom number. Ŝz is the Stokes operator of the probe light, relating to 

the photon number difference between σ+ and σ− polarization. The 
coupling constant κ2 ∝ d0η ∝ NphNat characterizes the measurement 
strength in QND detection, with d0 the resonant optical depth and η 
the atomic depumping rate causing decay of the collective spin.

We use a 87Rb ensemble of 1011 atoms contained in a paraffin-coated 
vapour cell26, as shown in Fig. 1. The coating provides a spin-protecting 
environment, enabling high-performance optical pumping and allow-
ing the long spin coherence time to reduce the information loss due 
to decoherence. The atoms are initially prepared in the state 5S1/2 
F m= 2, = − 2⟩F   (defined by the quantization axis x) by optical pump-
ing propagating along the x direction parallel to the B field. We achieve 
up to 97.9% polarization of the spins, resulting in a 6% increase of the 
measured variance compared to the fully polarized coherent spin 
state (CSS). The quantum fluctuations of the spin are probed by a 
linearly polarized off-resonant D2 laser beam propagating in the z 
direction. The projection noise limit is calibrated by measuring the 
noise of the collective spin of the unpolarized sample, which is 1.25 
times that of the CSS (see Methods). The QND measurement of the 
spin component Ĵz  is achieved by implementing the stroboscopic 
quantum back-action evasion protocol10 (that is, modulating the meas-
urement intensity at twice the Larmor frequency with an optimal duty 
factor of 14%).

To describe the atomic system and its collective spin fluctuations 
during the optical probing, we apply the general quantum theory of 
measurements. To account for a quantum state conditioned on both 
prior and posterior probing of a quantum system, we consider a system 
subject to three subsequent measurement processes. Each measure-
ment (i) is described as a general positive-operator-valued 
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Fig. 1 | Experimental setup. a, Schematic of the setup. A paraffin-coated 
20 mm × 7 mm × 7 mm rectangular vapour cell at 53 °C resides inside a four-layer 
magnetic shielding to screen the ambient magnetic field. The CSS is created by 
optical pumping, with a pump laser tuned to the Rb D1 transition 5S1/2 
F = 2 → 5P1/2 F′ = 2 and a repump laser stabilized to the Rb D2 transition 5S1/2 
F = 1 → 5P3/2 F′ = 2, both with σ− circular polarization along the x direction.  
A magnetic field (along the x direction) of 0.71 G is applied to induce a 
ground-state Zeeman splitting (that is, a Larmor frequency of 
ΩL ≈ 2π × 500 kHz) and to hold the collective spin. A linearly polarized laser 
beam, which is blue-detuned by 2.1 GHz from the 5S1/2, F = 2 → 5P3/2, F′ = 3 
transition of the D2 line and propagates in the z direction, probes the quantum 

fluctuations of the spin. The Stokes component Sy is measured using a balanced 
polarimetry scheme and detected at the Larmor frequency ΩL by a lock-in 
amplifier. b, Pulse sequence. The pump lasers prepare the atoms in the CSS and 
are then turned off adiabatically (see Methods). They are followed by the 
stroboscopic probe pulses, which are spaced by half the Larmor period, TL/2. 
The first part (pulse duration τ1) of the probe, called squeezing pulse, creates 
entanglement between Sy and Jz. Jz is squeezed through the detection of Sy, and 
the second part (pulse duration τ2), called the verification pulse, verifies the 
squeezing. The state is further probed (squeezed) for a duration of τ3. The time 
Δτ = 0.3 ms between the three probe periods is to avoid interference from the 
lock-in amplifier.
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measurement (POVM) with a set of operators Ω{ ˆ }m
i( )

 associated with the 
measurement outcome m and fulfilling IΩ Ω∑ ˆ ˆ = ˆm m

i
m
i( )† ( )

, where Î is the 
identity matrix. For a system represented by the density matrix ρ at 
the time of a measurement, the probability of measuring outcome  
m is

( )m Ω ρΩPr ( ) = tr ˆ ˆ (2)i
m
i

m
i( ) ( ) ( )†

and the resulting conditional state reads

ρ
Ω ρΩ

m
=

ˆ ˆ

Pr ( )
(3)

m
m
i

m
i

i

( ) ( )†

( )

Assuming no further dynamics between the measurements, we can 
evaluate the joint probability that three subsequent measurements, 
described by Ω{ ˆ }m

i( )
, yield outcomes m1, m2 and m3 as

( )m m m Ω Ω Ω ρΩ Ω ΩPr( , , ) = tr ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (4)m m m m m m1 2 3
(3) (2) (1) (1)† (2)† (3)†

3 2 1 1 2 3

This equation can be factored into: (i) the probability of obtaining 
the first outcome, m1, (ii) the probability of obtaining outcome m2 
in the state conditioned on the first outcome, and (iii) the prob-
ability of obtaining outcome m3 in the state conditioned on the 
first two outcomes. This is equivalent to the conventional evolu-
tion of quantum trajectories, where the quantum state—and hence 
the probability of a measurement outcome—depends on previous 
measurements. However, the joint probability distribution (4) also 
permits evaluation of the probability of, for example, the second 
measurement, conditioned on the outcome of the first and the 
last one

∑m m m m m m m m mPr( | , ) = Pr( , , )/ Pr( , ′, ) (5)
m

2 1 3 1 2 3
′

1 2 3
2

where m1 and m3 are fixed to the observed values and the denominator 
is merely a normalization factor.

Using equation (4) and the cyclic permutation property of the trace, 
we can write this probability as3

( )
( )

m t
Ω ρ Ω E

Ω ρ Ω E
Pr ( , ) =

tr ˆ ˆ

∑ tr ˆ ˆ
(6)

′ ′

m m m m

m m m m m

p 2

(2) (2)†

′
(2) (2)†

2 1 2 3

1 3

where ρ m 1
 is the state conditioned on the first measurement (see equa-

tion (3)) and E Ω Ω= ˆ ˆm m m
(3)† (3)

3 3 3
.

We observe that the conventional expression for the outcome prob-
abilities in equation (2) depending only on the density matrix ρ m 1

, 
conditioned on the prior evolution, is supplemented with the opera-
tor E m 3

, which depends only on the later measurement outcomes. 
The same formalism applies to cases with continuous sequences of 
measurements occurring simultaneously with Hamiltonian and dis-
sipative evolution. Examples of how the operators ρ(t) and E(t) evolve 
to time t from the initial and final time, respectively, are given in  
ref. 3.

The specific form of the POVM operators and their action on the 
quantum states in our experiments can be derived explicitly in a simpli-
fied form because our system dynamics is restricted to Gaussian states. 
This follows from the Holstein–Primakoff transformation that maps 
the spin operators perpendicular to the large mean spin on the canon-
ical position and momentum operators, x J Jˆ = ˆ / |⟨ ⟩|y xA  and 
p J Jˆ = ˆ / |⟨ ⟩|z xA

. The CSS with all atoms in F m F, = −F , characterized by 
J J J N FVar( ˆ ) = Var( ˆ ) = /2 = /2y z x at , is equivalent to the Gaussian ground 

state of a harmonic oscillator, and an excitation with the ladder opera-
tor b̂

†
 corresponds to a quantum of excitation distributed symmetri-

cally among all atoms10. Similar canonical operators, x S Sˆ = ˆ / ⟨ ⟩y xL  
and p S Sˆ = ˆ / ⟨ ⟩z xL , and Gaussian states describe the probe field degrees 
of freedom (see Supplementary Information).
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Fig. 2 | Experiment results. The lower diagonal shows the degree of spin 
squeezing (see colour bar) of the three-pulse scheme for various time durations 
of the first and third pulses. The duration of the second probe pulse is 0.037 ms. 
Better squeezing is observed for a shorter verification pulse τ2, which 
minimizes the disturbance of the state prepared during the first pulse. The 
squeezing reaches its maximum value of 4.5 dB at τ1 = 1.4 ms and τ3 = 1.7 ms, as an 
optimal balance between the increased atom–light coupling strength with the 
higher photon number and the spin decoherence due to spontaneous 
emission. The upper diagonal shows the spin squeezing detected when using 
the traditional squeezing and verification two-pulse scheme as a function of τ1 
and τ2. The best squeezing here is 2.3 dB. The probe laser has an average power 
of 1.18 mW in both experiments. ξ R

2  is the squeezing parameter according to the 
Wineland criterion (see Supplementary Information).
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Fig. 3 | Squeezing versus total squeezing pulse duration in two- and 
three-pulse schemes. The horizontal axis shows τ1 for the two-pulse scheme 
(forward conditioning) and τ1 + τ3 for the three-pulse scheme (PQS protocol).  
τ2 is 0.037 ms for both curves. The attainable squeezing for the three-pulse 
scheme is greater and has a better long-time behaviour than the two-pulse 
scheme. The error bars (1 s.d.) are derived from 10 identical experiments, each 
consisting of 10,000 repetitions of the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b.
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In Supplementary Information we show that the measurement 
operator Ω̂m in equation (2) acting on the atomic state upon readout 
of the value m of the field quadrature x̂L is given by Ω̂ =m

∫ ψ m κa a a a( − ) dx pˆ ˆ
L A

, where ψ m( ) = exp( − )x
m

ˆ
1

π 21/4

2

L
 characterizes 

the quadrature distribution of the input coherent state of the probe 
laser beam.

For two successive QND measurements with coupling strengths κ1 
and κ2, the POVM formalism shows that the second outcome is governed 
by a Gaussian distribution with a mean value conditioned on the first 
outcome (see Supplementary Information)

m m
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2  is composed of a contribution of 1/2 

from the light shot noise and a contribution from the atomic spin, which 
is reduced by the conditional spin squeezing by the first measurement 
with strength κ1.

If the spin oscillator is further probed by a third QND pulse with 
coupling strength κ3 and measurement outcome m3, the conditional 
probability for the outcome of the middle measurement is obtained as

m m m
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σ
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−
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The past probability yields a Gaussian distribution with variance 

σ = +
κ

κ κp
2 1

2
1
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2
2

1
2

3
2 . The reduction by κ κ1 + +1

2
3
2 shows that the incorpora-

tion of the information from later measurements has a similar effect as  
increasing the coupling strength of the first probing from κ1

2 to κ1
2 + κ3

2.
Experimentally, for the normal two-pulse scheme of 

forward-conditioning QND, we achieve the best spin squeezing of 
2.3 ± 0.2 dB (Fig. 2, upper diagonal) according to the Wineland crite-
rion27 for τ1 = 1.23 ms and a conditional noise reduction of about 4.3 dB, 
in good agreement with the theoretical prediction (see Supplemen-
tary Information). In stark contrast, as predicted by equation (8), 
for the three-pulse scheme that extracts the full information from 
the full measurement record using the PQS, we observe an improved 
conditional noise reduction of about 5.6 dB and spin squeezing of 
4.5 ± 0.40 dB (Fig. 2, lower diagonal) according to the Wineland crite-
rion for τ1 = 1.4 ms and τ3 = 1.7 ms.

The main reason that the probing before and after the verifica-
tion pulse sequence yields stronger squeezing than an initial longer 
probing sequence is the decoherence of the spins. First, owing to 
decoherence, the spin squeezing is gradually lost, and measurement 
results obtained during the early stages of the squeezing (first) pulse 
sequence will be less correlated with the spin ensemble at the time of 
the verification (second) pulse. If we instead postpone these meas-
urements to occur in the third pulse sequence immediately after 
the verification pulse, the correlations will be stronger, that is, the 
conditional variance will be lower. Secondly, the large average spin 
component Jx is reduced during probing, weakening the squeezing 
according to the Wineland criterion. With retrodicted squeezing, the 
spin variance is measured relative to the mean spin at the time of the 
verification pulse, which has not yet suffered the reduction due to 
the third pulse sequence.

As shown in Fig. 3, even if we keep the total duration of the squeezing 
equal for both schemes, the squeezing that is attainable when using 
the information obtained both before and after the second pulse is 
better than that achieved when using only the information before the 
second pulse.

Although retrodiction is not a state preparation method for spin 
squeezing, it provides metrological advantage, as demonstrated by 
radio-frequency (RF) magnetometry (Fig. 4). The pulse sequence is 
the same as that shown in Fig. 1, but a magnetic field pulse is applied 
during the second pulse τ2 to generate a temporary offset of the spin 
component Jz. For our proof-of-principle demonstration, this field 
oscillates at the Larmor frequency and follows a time-varying profile 
with a known shape but unknown amplitude. The procedure is outlined 
in Methods and summarized as follows: the value of the atomic observ-
able pA is retrodicted in each experiment to a certain conditional mean 
value and a definite variance before and after the applied magnetic 
field. The m2 readout signal thus reports directly a noisy estimate of 
the applied field pulse, as demonstrated by the results presented in 
Fig. 4b. We find that the PQS protocol gives a better sensitivity than 
the forward conditioning protocol for the same total duration of the 
full pulse sequence. Notably, as expected, the sensitivity of the 
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amplitude of the RF field, BRF, is modulated as a zero-area two-triangle profile. 
b, Sensitivity of the two- and three-pulse schemes as a function of the duration 
of the squeezing pulses. The horizontal axis shows τ1 for the two-pulse scheme 
(forward conditioning) and τ1 + τ3 for the three-pulse scheme (PQS protocol). 
τ2 = 1 ms for both curves. Similar to the squeezing results in Fig. 3, the sensitivity 
of the three-pulse scheme is superior to that of the two-pulse scheme and has a 
better long-time behaviour. The error bars (1 s.d.) are derived from five 
identical experiments, each consisting of 2,000 repetitions. The grey line 
represents the sensitivity imposed by the standard quantum limit in our 
system. The inset magnifies the sensitivity scale for the PQS results.
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three-pulse scheme experiences no substantial influence of the spin 
decoherence that occurs during the last detection pulse. Given τ2 = 1 ms, 
the best sensitivity achieved via the PQS protocol is 
B τ /SNR = 32.67± 0.73 fT HzRF 2

−1/2 , where the signal-to-noise ratio 
SNR is the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of the data 
obtained for B0 ≈ 1 pT (Fig. 4a) applied during τ2 (ref. 19). We note that 
our analysis is simplified here by the QND character of the probing, 
whereas applications in which the non-unitary measurement 
back-action is interspersed with unitary rotation of the spin ellipse28,29 
can also be handled by the more complete PQS analysis with Gaussian 
states4.

This work introduces a higher limit on the size (in terms of the num-
ber of spins) that a physical system can have while still being subjected 
to measurements at the quantum limit. Further improvement of the 
squeezing is possible by realizing a multiple light-pass scheme30,31 to 
enhance the coupling strength and incorporate unconditional spin 
squeezing. Atoms constitute ideal high-sensitivity probes for a num-
ber of physical phenomena21,22, and our retrodiction procedure may 
affect the practical applications of quantum sensors. In particular, the 
retrodicted evolution of physical systems may offer insight and allow 
precision estimation of time-dependent perturbations32 that are appli-
cable, for example, to force sensing with mechanical oscillators23,33.
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Methods

Experimental setup and characterization
From a technical perspective, the experimental realization of large-scale 
spin squeezing is challenging because classical noise amplitudes 
typically scale as the atom number Nat and dominate over that of the 
atom projection noise that is proportional to Nat. Also, for large atomic 
ensembles it is difficult to achieve a uniform atom–light coupling across 
the entire ensemble, which is required for state preparation, manipu-
lation and detection.

Meanwhile, strict orthogonality is required between the polar-
ized spin and the wave vector of the probe field to avoid influence 
of the large polarized spin component in the y–z plane on the quan-
tum noise measurement. In the alignment optimization, we used the 
intensity-modulated pump field as in a Bell–Bloom magnetometer 
configuration34, and we found that an adiabatic turn-off of the pump 
pulse was necessary to minimize classical noise (see below).

Preparation and characterization of the atomic state. A d.c. mag-
netic field in the x direction creates the Zeeman splitting. Circularly 
polarized optical pumping and repumping beams along the x direc-
tion prepare the highly oriented spin states, which is crucial for the 
interface between light and atoms. As shown in the inset of Extended 
Data Fig. 1b, the pump and repump lasers are tuned to the 87Rb D1 and 
D2 transitions, respectively.

Number of atoms in the vapour cell. To determine the number of 
atoms in the vapour cell, a Faraday rotation measurement is employed. 
A linearly polarized probe light travels through the atomic ensemble in 
the x direction. The almost fully oriented spins along the probe propa-
gation direction cause the polarization of the probe light to rotate with 
Faraday angle θ. Assuming that the ensemble is fully polarized (jx = 2), 
the number of atoms Nat can be estimated from θ by35

N
θVΔ

a Δ Γλ j l
= −

32π

( )
(9)

x
at

1
2

c

where lc is the path length in the x direction, V is the volume of the cell, 
λ = 780 nm is the wavelength of the probe light and Γ = 2π × 6.067 MHz 
is the full-width at half-maximum linewidth of the excited state. The 
vector polarizability a1 is given in Supplementary Information as a 
function of the laser detuning Δ.
Atomic population. We use the magneto-optical resonance sig-
nal (MORS) method to characterize the atomic polarization36. In 
the experiment, a d.c. magnetic field Bx induces the Larmor pre-
cession at ΩL = gFμFBx/ħ and a quadratic Zeeman splitting. A short 
RF magnetic field pulse at frequency ΩL along the z direction is 
applied at the end of the optical pumping pulse to excite a Δm = 1 
coherence between the magnetic sublevels. The subsequent spin 
evolution is measured through Faraday interaction with a weak 
linearly polarized probe beam propagating in the z direction. In 
Extended Data Fig. 1, the spin evolution after the short RF pulse and 
the corresponding Fourier transformation are plotted. The spin 
polarization is estimated to be 97.9% by fitting the experimental 
data to the model of ref. 36.

As a result of the imperfect optical pumping, a small fraction 
of the atoms remain in the F = 1 manifold. This amount can also 
be estimated using the MORS method, with the laser tuned close 
to the D2 F = 1 → F′ transitions. The RF pulse excites Δm = 1 coher-
ences in the F = 2 and F = 1 manifolds. The frequency of the Δm = 1 
coherence for F = 1 is about 0.4% higher than that for F = 2, so we 
can distinguish them in the frequency domain, and we estimate 
the population in the F = 1 manifold to be less than 5% under the 
application of optical pumping, causing negligible effects in noise 
calibration.

The effective coupling strength κ 2∼  is calibrated by measuring the 
spin noise of the unpolarized atomic ensemble with equal population 
on all F = 1 and F = 2 ground states. The measured spin noise of the 
unpolarized sample is 1.25 times that of the CSS for the following rea-
sons. The atoms in both the unpolarized state and the CSS are uncor-
related, so

( )( ) ∑J JVar ˆ = Var ˆ (10)z
i

N

z
i

=1

at

In the CSS, J JVar( ˆ ) = Var(ˆ ) = = 1z y
j
2
x , whereas in the unpolarized  

state the spin is symmetric, which means J JVar( ˆ ) = ⟨ˆ ⟩=z z
2

J J⟨ˆ ⟩ = ⟨ˆ ⟩ = = 2x y
F F2 2 ( + 1)

3
 for F = 2. When all sublevels, including three F = 1 

states that are not observed in the measurement, have the same popu-
lation, the contribution of the five F = 2 sublevels to the observed noise 
is N N2 × =5

8 at
5
4 at. Whereas for the CSS, the observed noise should be 

1 × Nat.

In our experiment, we use light to measure the spin noise. Thus, the 
total noise includes the light shot noise and spin noise. So we have
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Here Ŝ y
thermal

 and Ŝ y
light

 are the Stokes components acquired when meas-
uring the unpolarized spin noise and photon shot noise, respectively.

When measuring the photon shot noise, the Larmor frequency is 
tuned far away from the lock-in detection bandwidth by changing the 
d.c. magnetic field, ruling out the noise contribution from spin noise. 
Extended Data Fig. 2 shows the dependence of photon shot noise on 
the input probe power, and the linearity demonstrates the behaviour 
of the photon shot noise limit, because for the coherent state of light 
the variances of Ŝy and Ŝz should satisfy S SVar( ˆ ) = Var( ˆ ) =y z

S
2

x .
QND character of the measurement. In Extended Data Fig. 3, the 
coupling strength ∼κ 2 and the atomic noise variance in the state prepared 
by optical pumping are plotted as functions of the atomic number. The 
observed linear scaling of spin noise power indicates a quantum limited 
performance and the QND character of the measurement. The atom 
number is independently measured by the off-resonant Faraday rota-
tion, which gives an optical depth of about 70 at the operation tem-
perature of 53.5 °C. This temperature was chosen as a trade-off to 
maximize the size of the atomic ensemble, prevent degradation of the 
paraffin coating, reduce the spin exchange process at higher temper-
ature and attain high spin orientation.
Adiabatic turn-off of the pump fields. Even after fine-tuning the align-
ment of the optical pumping beams with the magnetic field, a small 
residual π-polarization component persists when viewing in the 
x-quantization basis, which, together with the σ− component, creates 
unwanted ground-state coherence (associated with a superposition 
state F m ε F m= 2, = − 2⟩ + = 2, = − 1⟩F F  where ε ≪ 1) via two-photon  
processes, creating additional classical spin components Jy,z. Further-
more, an abrupt turn-off of the pump fields can excite more coherence 
owing to its broader Fourier spectrum. However, such unwanted coher-
ence can be eliminated by slowly turning off the pump lasers as the 
parasitic superposition state adiabatically evolves to F m= 2, = − 2⟩F .

PQS-enhanced magnetometry
In this section we outline how the collective spin squeezing and the 
retrodicted spin uncertainty may benefit practical precision measure-
ments. We consider the application of a time-dependent RF magnetic 
field with a slowly varying envelope of the form BRF = B0 f (t), which 
causes a temporary displacement of the spin observable 



∫J F t f τ τ⟨ ⟩ ∝ ( ) ≡ ( )dz

t
. We assume that the shape of f(t) is known and 

that it is completed with F(t) = 0 before the last measurements so that 
the subsequent m3 measurements carry no information about B0.

The perturbation coincides in time with the m2 probe sequence, 
which hence yields a record of data proportional to the time-dependent 
offset of the spin ∝F(t)B0 shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4a. The ith 
coherent probe pulse undergoes a coherent displacement by 
κ p F t B[ ˆ + ( ) ]i2 A 0
∼ , and by subtracting the expectation value ∼κ p⟨ ˆ ⟩2 A  of the 
unperturbed atomic spin, which is inferred from the density matrix or 
PQS conditioned by the measured signal, we obtain a noisy estimate 
of ∼κ F t B( )i2 0. All field measurements are subject to a Gaussian error with 
a variance comprised of the measurement photon shot noise and κ 2

2∼  
times the variance of p̂A. We have verified that the m1 measurements, 
alone and in conjunction with the m3 measurements, yield the mean 
value and variance of the m2 measurements of p̂A according to equa-
tions (7) and (8). These equations thus constitute the basis for estimat-
ing the RF magnetic field amplitude B0. For simplicity, we disregard 
the measurement back-action of the individual (weak) m2 pulses and 
hence treat their combined effect as an effective QND measurement 
of p̂A, including a time-weighted (equal weighting, for simplicity) inte-
gral of the displacement F(ti)B0. Subtracting in each run of the experi-
ment the conditional mean spin given by equation (7) or (8) thus 
provides an estimate of B0. The uncertainty in the B0 measurement 
(determining the magnetometer sensitivity) is composed of the shot 
noise contributions and the spin variance, σ2, given by equation (7) or 
(8). It is clear that the measurement uncertainty is reduced when we 
apply the PQS results, where the spin variance takes the smallest value.

Retrodiction is thus beneficial when measuring an RF magnetic 
field with zero mean amplitude. This inspires echo-type experiments 
in which, for example, BRF is stable and lasts for τ2, but at time τ2/2 
one applies a very short π pulse so the displacement caused by BRF is 
reversed and the final displacement is zero. Similar to our experimen-
tal study, using a third probe pulse for retrodiction will improve the 
measurement of BRF. Other time-dependent signals, including noisy 
signals with known governing statistics, may be inferred from the more 
elaborate time-dependent PQS theory, which may hence apply to many 
naturally occurring physical situations37.

In addition, we note that the length of τ2 is a trade-off between two 
factors: on the one hand, increasing τ2 will enhance sensitivity; on the 
other hand, when τ2 is comparable to the entanglement lifetime of ~1 ms, 
the conditioning protocol (both forward and especially backward) 
does not help. In other words, our protocols are good for measure-
ments of relatively fast profile changes (of the RF amplitude) owing 
to the finite entanglement lifetime. This is also the case for other 
squeezing-enhanced metrology applications38–41.

RF magnetic field detection and calibration. In the RF atomic–opti-
cal magnetometry, a polarized spin ensemble is prepared by optical 
pumping in the presence of a static magnetic field, which determines 
the atomic Larmor frequency. A transverse RF magnetic field B e Ω t

RF
i L  

at the Larmor frequency causes the spin ensemble to precess and  
the angle of precession is proportional to the RF magnetic field. The 
spin dynamics are monitored with a weak off-resonant linearly polar-
ized probe beam. As the probe beam travels through the atomic vapour, 
its plane of polarization rotates by an angle proportional to the spin 
component along the propagation direction according to the Faraday 
effect.

The Stokes component Ŝy carrying the transverse spin information 
can be measured in a balanced polarimetry scheme in the ±45° basis. 
The signal at the Larmor frequency Ŝy,c is extracted35 with a lock-in 
amplifier (Zurich Instrument). Here the subscript 'c' indicates 'cosine', 
the in-phase quadrature of the lock-in amplifier output. The sensitivity 
to the RF magnetic field is given by42,43 B B T=sen min  (where T is the 
measurement time) with the minimal detectable field Bmin = BRF/SNR. 

In practice, the signal-to-noise ratio SNR in our magnetometer is 
defined as

S

S
SNR =

|⟨ ˆ ⟩|

Var( ˆ )
(12)

y

y

,c

,c

Experimentally, a pair of Helmholtz coils oriented along the z 
axis generates a RF magnetic field along the z axis, perpendicular to  
the main spin along the x direction. The pulse sequence employed  
in our PQS-enhanced magnetometry is schematically shown in  
Fig. 4a.

In the protocol of PQS-enhanced magnetometry, the denominator 
in equation (12) is replaced by m m mVar( | , )2 1 3 , with Var(m2|m1, m3) the 
variance of m2 conditioned on the measurements before and after τ2, 
that is, m1 and m3. Here, m2 (that is, Ŝy,c) is the sum of all the data points 
obtained during τ2 in one sequence. In our demonstration RF-field 
measurement of a triangularly shaped RF profile, B0 = max(BRF) is the 
height of the triangle. To compare the sensitivity with other magnetom-
eters, we use the following definition of the aforementioned sensitiv-
ity B B τ= /SNRsen 0 2 .

To calibrate the RF coil, a pickup coil with Nω = 30 turns of copper wire 
and 8.35 mm diameter is employed, located at the position of the Rb 
cell, along the axis of the Helmholtz coils. The oscillating magnetic field 
creates a flux through the pickup coil that generates an electromotive 
force. When applying a sinusoidal magnetic field of frequency ω and 
amplitude BRF, the current through the pickup coil can be found from 
measuring the voltage amplitude Uω across the measurement resistor 
Rm (ref. 44). Then we have the relation between BRF and Uω

B
Z R U
N A ω

=
1 + /

(13)ω

ω
RF

coil m

coil

where Acoil is the cross-sectional area of the pickup coil. Its impedance 
is Zcoil ≈ iωL at frequency ΩL with inductance L ≈ 30 μH, because the 
resistance of the coil R = 1.9 Ω is much smaller than ωL at the frequency 
at which we usually operate (2π × 500 kHz). We use a spectrum analyser 
to read out the response generated in the pickup coil. The voltage is 
read out over the resistance Rm = 50 Ω. The measured amplitude of the 
voltage is U U= 2ω rms where Urms is the root-mean-square voltage. The 
measurement result is shown in Extended Data Fig. 4b, which indicates 
that the pickup coil’s voltage is in good linear relation with the voltage 
output of the signal generator (Agilent E8257D).

Extended Data Figure 4b seems to indicate that, combined with 
equation (13), we may get a relation between the RF field BRF (seen by 
the atom) and the signal generator’s output. However, as shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 4b, this calibration can only be done for relatively 
large RF output from the signal generator, owing to excess electrical 
noises dominating the small electromotive-force voltage on the pickup 
coil. In practice, we applied a smaller magnetic field on our atoms, 
which could not be directly measured via the pickup coil. The possible 
solution is the following. Given that BRF ∝ Uapp, where Uapp is the applied 
voltage on the RF coil, we may extrapolate BRF for the lower RF output 
range from the magnetic field amplitude measured in the higher RF 
output range with the pickup coil.

To prove that such extrapolation to the low range of RF output in 
Extended Data Fig. 4b is valid, we use the atoms to measure the RF field 
BRF in this range, which however still partially overlaps with the range 
of Extended Data Fig. 4b. Indeed, we found that the atoms are much 
more sensitive than the pickup coil. For very small RF output from the 
signal generator, BRF can be measured by the displacement of atomic 
spins but not by the pickup coil. Extended Data Fig. 4a presents the 
results of the magnetic field BRF calibration performed by monitoring 
the displacement of atomic spin Jz. The setup is the same as that used 
in the magnetic field detection experiment. We vary the peak ampli-
tude of the RF magnetic field and record the mean value of the sum 
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of data points during the second sequence, that is, the mean value of 
m2. As illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 4a, the linearity of the mean 
value versus the RF peak amplitude is good, indicating the validity of 
the linearity of the RF signal generator’s output reading Uset and the 
response of atomic spins, further enabling the extrapolation that we 
use, BRF ∝ Uapp ∝ Uset.

Based on the aforementioned observation, we can obtain the rela-
tion between the applied magnetic field and the output of the signal 
generator as

B T( ) = 9.686 × 10 × 10 (14)P
0

−8 /20set

where Pset (in units of dB m) is the set output power reading of the RF 
signal generator. Through this calibration, we get the peak amplitude 
of the applied RF magnetic field in the magnetic field detection experi-
ment, which is about 1.00 pT (Pset = −97 dB m on our signal generator).

Data availability
The datasets generated and analysed during this study are available 
from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Magneto-optical resonance signal. a, Spin response to 
an RF pulse. X and Y are the outputs of the lock-in amplifier, with a π/2 phase 
difference between them. R X Y= +2 2  is the demodulated amplitude. b, The 
associated Fourier transformation of the spin response signal. fLar is the centre 
frequency for demodulation, with the subscript ‘Lar’ representing ‘Larmor 
frequency’. f is the actual frequency of the signal before demodulation.  

f − fLar represents the frequency of the signal after demodulation, that is, at the 
lock-in amplifier output. Inset, energy levels of 87Rb. All the atoms are pumped 
into the F = 2, mF = −2 state, so that they are oriented along x. The magnetic field 
leads to a splitting of the magnetic sublevels by the Larmor frequency ΩL. A.U., 
arbitrary units.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Measured photon shot noise with different probe powers. Red circles are experimental data and the dashed line represents the linear fit 
of the data. PSN, photon shot noise.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Spin noise versus atom number. a, Effective coupling 
constant ∼κ 2

 as a function of the number of atoms. The values of ∼κ 2
 are derived 

from the spin noise of the thermal state. b, Spin noise of prepared CSS versus 

the number of atoms. The observed linear dependence proves that technical 
noise is mostly suppressed and the measured spin noise is at the projection 
noise limit (PNL).
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Calibration of the applied RF magnetic field.  
a, Calibration using the displacement of atomic spins. b, Calibration using a 
small pickup coil. The amplitude of the RF output in our detection experiment 

is −97 dB m, which lies at the bottom left of the figure. In both curves, a slope 
near 1 indicates a good linear relation.
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